Shared neural representations of syntax during online dyadic communication
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Abstract

When people communicate, they come to see the world in a similar way to each other by aligning their mental representations at such levels as syntax. Syntax is an essential feature of human language that distinguishes humans from other non-human animals. However, whether and how communicators share neural representations of syntax is not well understood. Here we addressed this issue by measuring the brain activity of both communicators in a series of dyadic communication contexts, by using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)-based hyperscanning. Two communicators alternatively spoke sentences either with the same or with different syntactic structures. Results showed a significantly higher-level increase of interpersonal neural synchronization (INS) at right posterior superior temporal cortex when communicators produced the same syntactic structures compared to when they produced different syntactic structures. These increases of INS correlated significantly with communication quality. Our findings provide initial evidence for shared neural representations of syntax between communicators.
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1. Introduction

When people communicate, they come to see the world in a similar way to each other by aligning their mental representations, for example, concerned with words or meaning (Brennan and Clark, 1996; Garrod and Anderson, 1987). But particularly strong evidence comes from their tendency to use the same syntax as each other (Branigan et al., 2000; Cai et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2001). This behavioral evidence indicates shared syntactic representations between communicators. However, the underlying neural mechanisms are not well understood.

Recent research indicates that communicators synchronize their neural activity when they are involved in real-time communication (Dumas et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2012). Moreover, the interpersonal neural synchronization (INS) seems to underlie various aspects of communication such as verbal or non-verbal communication, integration of multimodal sensory information, turn-taking, and social engagement, as well as selective processing of target speech in a noisy context (Ahn et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2018; Dikker et al., 2017; Hirsch et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2012; Nozawa et al., 2016; Perez-Diaz et al., 2017; Silbert et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2017). Based on previous behavioral findings that communicators tend to align their syntactic representations (Branigan et al., 2000; Cai et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2001), and previous hyperscanning findings on the relationship between INS and communication, it was hypothesized that a specific pattern of INS might also underlie shared syntactic representations during communication. To localize INS associated with syntax, it is necessary to demonstrate that variations in INS that occur are unambiguously associated with manipulations of syntactic structure rather than sensorimotor properties (i.e., speaking and listening behaviors) or semantics (i.e., meaning of a word or a sentence). In the current study, we achieved this by measuring INS during...
interactive communication using hyperscanning (Montague and Berns, 2002) while manipulating the prior syntactic context in which utterances were processed (Branigan et al., 2000).

Some research on the single brain suggests that syntactic representation is exclusively associated with the left hemisphere such as left inferior frontal cortex (IFC) (Atkinson, 2011; Dunn et al., 2011; Pagel et al., 2007) and posterior superior temporal cortex (pSTC) (Friederici et al., 2006a; Friederici et al., 2003; Humphries et al., 2006; Papoutsi et al., 2011; Rogalsky and Hickok, 2008; Snijders et al., 2008). However, other evidence suggests that both hemispheres are involved in syntactic representation (Caplan et al., 1996; Linebarger et al., 1983; Schneiderman and Saddy, 1988). One study specifically tested the neural correlates of repeated syntax production by focusing on the single brain, and demonstrated the involvement of not only left IFC and temporal cortices, but also bilateral motor cortices (Segaert et al., 2011). More important, recent hyperscanning research has demonstrated widespread bilateral coupling between speech production and comprehension (Silbert et al., 2014), suggesting that dyadic communication is more likely to be bilaterally distributed. But as far as we know, no studies have examined the neural mechanisms underlying the sharing of syntactic representations between communicators during online dyadic communication.

In this study, we used functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)-based hyperscanning, focusing on bilateral IFC, pSTC, and motor cortices. fNIRS is a validated technique that can measure regional changes of hemoglobin concentration in the outer cortex with a spatial resolution of 1-2 cm (Scholkmann et al., 2014). It offers considerable benefits over techniques such as fMRI and EEG because it allows research on online dyadic communication (unlike fMRI) alongside a relatively high
spatial resolution and good anatomical localization (unlike EEG). fNIRS-based hyperscanning has been successfully used to study dyadic or multi-person communication (Balconi et al., 2018; Cui et al., 2012; Hirsch et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2018; Nozawa et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2018).

Specifically, during the current experiment pairs of participants described pictures to each other using one of two possible syntactic structures in a syntactically consistent or inconsistent context. That is, in the syntactically consistent conditions, pairs of participants (participant A and B) alternately produced a completion for a sentence fragment presented below the experimental picture, with the complete sentence always having a double-object (DO) structure (DO condition) or always having a prepositional-object (PO) structure (PO condition) (see Method and materials for example sentences). In the syntactically inconsistent condition, pairs of participants alternately completed sentences with a DO structure and a PO structure (i.e., DO and PO alternated, DP condition). Although this setup was not free communication, it allowed us to test the relationship of INS with syntactic representation while other factors such as sensorimotor properties and semantics were well controlled (for details, see Methods and materials). We predicted that INS that was associated with syntax would be greater when the context was syntactically consistent than when it was syntactically inconsistent. Additionally, we investigated whether such syntactic-related INS increase was affected by integration of multimodal information by examining pairs interacting face-to-face (f2f) or not (Jiang et al., 2012). While f2f communication with eye-contact and back-to-back (b2b) communication modes have been examined previously (Jiang et al., 2012), this study additionally examined a further mode of communication, i.e., f2f without eye-contact. The additional communication mode allowed us to specifically test the roles of
eye-contact (f2f with eye-contact vs. f2f without eye-contact) and visual information other than eye-contact (f2f without eye-contact vs. b2b) in dyadic communication. Finally, we investigated whether the effect was associated with left, right, or bilateral IFC/pSTC.

2. Methods and materials

2.1 Participants

One hundred and eighty adults (mean age = 20 years; S.D. = 1.6) participated in this study. They were randomly assigned into 90 two-person pairs. In each pair, the members were the same sex (to avoid a potential confound of mixed-sex interactions) (Baker et al., 2016; Daniel et al., 2011) and were strangers to one another (Aron et al., 1992). All participants were right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), with normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no language, neurological, or psychiatric disorders. The 90 participant pairs (50 female pairs) were further randomly split into three groups that corresponded to the two syntactically consistent conditions (i.e., DO and PO) and one syntactically inconsistent condition (i.e., DP). During the experiment, 6 pairs (four females and two males) were excluded because of data collection failure, leaving 84 pairs for data analysis (see Table 1 for the final number of pairs in each condition).

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University.

2.2 Experimental materials

The experimental materials were the same as Cai et al. (2012). Specifically, there were 96 experimental pictures, each depicting a ditransitive action that involved an agent, a patient, and a beneficiary. There were 6 different action types (corresponding
to 6 different verbs), each associated with 16 experimental pictures. A sentence fragment was presented below each picture that described the contents of the picture (Figs. 1A, B, and C). All experimental pictures were easy to recognize and describe. Additionally, each experimental picture had a corresponding control picture that differed from the experimental picture in one entity.

2.3 Tasks and procedures

In total, there were two syntactically consistent conditions (DO and PO) and one syntactically inconsistent condition (DP).

Each condition involved three communication modes. For each condition, the three communication modes were as follows. First, *in the f2f with eye-contact* mode, the two participants sat face-to-face so that they could see each other. Second, *in the f2f without eye-contact* mode, the two participants could see each other but could not make eye-contacts. The participants were required to fixate on the screen, which was then confirmed by checking the video recordings of the experiment. Finally, in the *back-to-back (b2b)* mode, the two participants sat back-to-back so that they could not see each other. The sequence of the three communication modes was counterbalanced across participant pairs.

For each communication mode, the two participants in each pair (participants A and B) sat f2f or b2b. A computer screen was placed on a table in front of each participant (Fig. 2A). Each task had two blocks. In one block, the communication started with participant A, whereas in the other block, the communication started with participant B. This sequence was counterbalanced across the participant pairs.

Each block involved 16 pictures that corresponded to one of the 6 actions. For the first block within a communication mode, an initial 15s interval during which the participants did nothing with eyes open was inserted at the beginning of the block to
allow the participants to reach a steady state. During this period, both participants’
screens remained blank (the data collected during this period were removed during
data analyses, see below). An additional 15s interval was inserted at the ending phase
of the second block for the same purpose as the initial 15s interval. Then, the
experiment began. On the first trial, a picture with a sentence fragment below it
appeared on participant A’s screen, while participant B saw a blank screen (Fig. 1C).
For instance, “牛仔送给了水手_____” (i.e., a cowboy gives a sailor ______) was
used in the DO condition, whereas “牛仔送了一本书_____” (i.e., a cowboy gives
a book ______) was used in the PO condition. The sentence fragment and the
picture lasted 7s, during which participant A was required to view the picture carefully
and then read aloud and complete the sentence fragment to accurately describe the
picture (e.g., 牛仔送给了水手一本书”), a cowboy gives a sailor a book) (All
participants finished this task within 7s). Next, participant A’s screen went blank for
4s. During this period, a picture (without a sentence fragment) appeared on participant
B’s screen. This picture was either the same as (50%) or different from (50%, control
picture) the picture described by participant A. Participant B had to decide whether or
not the picture that she/he saw matched the description produced by participant A by
pressing the button “Yes” or “No”. The sequence of trials requiring “Yes” and “No”
responses was randomized. On the next trial, the same procedures were repeated
except that participant B produced a picture description and participant A made a
matching decision. The interval between trials was jittered between 2-3s (with a blank
screen for both participants). The same pictures were used for the DO, PO, and DP
conditions; only the sentence fragments varied. In sum, in both the DO and PO
conditions, the syntactic structure of the sentences produced by participant A was
exactly the same as those produced by participant B. For the DP condition,
participants A and B produced sentences with different syntactic structures (Fig. 1D).

2.4 fNIRS data acquisition

During the experiment, participants sat in a quiet room. For each group, an initial resting-state session of 5 minutes served as a baseline. During this session, the participants were required to keep still with their eyes closed, relax their mind, and remain as motionless as possible (Jiang et al., 2012). The communication sessions immediately followed the resting-state session.

An ETG-4000 optical topography system (Hitachi Medical Company) was used to collect brain functional data from the two participants of each pair simultaneously. Two sets of the same “2×4” optode probes were placed along the sylvian fissure on both sides of the brain (Fig. 2B). Each set had ten measurement channels (CH) that covered bilateral inferior frontal, pre- and post-central, inferior parietal, and superior temporal cortices. CH6 on the left hemisphere and CH16 on the right hemisphere were placed on T3 and T4 respectively according to the international 10-20 system, which was then confirmed by MRI scan on a randomly selected participant. All probe sets were examined and adjusted to ensure consistency of the positions between the two participants of each pair and across the pairs. The absorption of near-infrared light at two wavelengths (695 and 830 nm) was measured with a sampling rate of 10 Hz. The changes in the oxy-hemoglobin (HbO) and deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR) concentrations were recorded in each CH based on the modified Beer–Lambert law.

2.5 Behavioral data analyses

Accuracy for picture-sentence matching was compared between the two participants in each pair using an independent two-sample t-test. No significant difference was found ($P > 0.05$). The mean accuracy of the two participants in each pair was then used as an index of communication quality.
To test communication quality across communication modes and syntactic conditions, a two-way mixed ANOVA with a $3 \times 3$ design was conducted. Syntactic condition (DO, PO and DP) was a between-subjects factor, and communication mode (f2f with eye-contact, f2f without eye-contact, and b2b) was a within-subjects factor.

2.6 fNIRS data analyses

2.6.1 Individual-level analyses

fNIRS data of HbO and HbR concentrations collected during the resting-state and task sessions were analyzed. During preprocessing, data in the initial and ending interval periods (15s) of each session were removed, leaving 450 s of data for each session. It should be noted that during this step, no filtering or detrending procedures were applied (Cui et al., 2012). Nor did we perform any artifact correction at this level, as wavelet transform coherence (WTC) normalizes the amplitude of the signal according to each time window and thus is not vulnerable to the transient spikes induced by movements (Nozawa et al., 2016). Additional analyses confirmed that our results did not change with and without artifact correction (see the supplementary materials, SM), probably because the probe sets were well-positioned.

Next, a Matlab package was used to perform WTC (Grinsted et al., 2004) in order to assess the cross-correlation between the two fNIRS time series generated by each pair of the participants as a function of frequency and time (Torrence and Compo, 1998). For example, for a specific pair, two time-series of HbO were obtained, one from participant A and the other from participant B. Then, WTC was applied to the two time-series to find regions in the time-frequency space where the two time-series co-varied. This generated a 2-D matrix of the coherence value with both time (column) and frequency (row) information. This analysis was conducted between the same CHs of a pair because shared representations of the same mental process was expected to
be associated with INS at the same brain area (Dai et al., 2018; Stolk et al., 2016).

Next, the coherence values were time-averaged across the whole communication period, and converted into Fisher z-values. These procedures were conducted for each of the communication modes as well as the resting state. According to previous studies (Cui et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2012), the coherence value increases during the task (i.e., communication) session compared to the resting-state session. Thus, the coherence value from the resting-state session was subtracted from that of the communication session, resulting in an index of INS increase. At this stage, no specific frequency ranges were selected.

2.6.2 Group-level analysis

First, to identify the frequency ranges that were specifically associated with dyadic communication in general, a two-sample t-test was conducted between each mode of each condition and the resting-state on the time-averaged coherence value of each CH along the full frequency range (0.01-0.7 Hz, Fig. S1). Data above 0.7 Hz were not included to avoid aliasing of higher frequency physiological noise such as cardiac activity (∼0.8–2.5 Hz); data below 0.01 Hz were also not used to remove very low frequency fluctuations; and finally, data within the frequency range of respiratory activity (∼0.15–0.3 Hz) were not considered (Guijt et al., 2007; Tong et al., 2011).

Frequency ranges were selected based on a center and a range. The center should be a statistically strict threshold that determined the position of the frequency, whereas the range could be a relatively loose threshold that determined the width of the frequency range. In this study the center was set as $P < 0.0005$ whereas the range was $P < 0.05$ (Zheng et al., 2018). The frequency ranges that totally overlapped among modes and conditions were combined, whereas those differing in frequency position or range were considered independently. No further correction for multiple comparisons was
applied because this analysis was only used to identify the pattern along the frequency range rather than to obtain the final results.

Second, the coherence values were averaged within each of the selected frequency ranges. Further group-level statistical tests were conducted on the time-averaged and frequency-averaged data. A two-way mixed model ANOVA with a 3 × 3 design was conducted on the INS increase over all CHs, where communication mode (f2f with eye-contact, f2f without eye-contact, and b2b) was a within-subjects factor, and syntactic condition (DO, PO, and DP) was a between-subjects factor.

Results were corrected with an false discovery rate (FDR) method that implemented the Benjamini-Hochberg approach (Benjamini et al., 2006; Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) across all CHs (P < 0.05). As a general approach to the multiple comparisons problem, an FDR threshold is determined from the observed P-value distribution, and hence is adaptive to the amount of signal in the data (Genovese et al., 2002; Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003). Only the frequency range of 0.02-0.05 Hz showed significantly statistical results (see Results and Fig. S2). Thus, the following analyses were applied to this frequency range only.

2.6.3 Validating the INS increase through a permutation test

To investigate whether the INS increase was specific to pairs of interacting participants, a validation approach was applied. That is, for each communication mode of each condition, all participants were randomly assigned to form new 2-member pairs (i.e., pairs of participants who had been in the same condition but had not communicated with one another), and then the INS increase was re-computed. Next, the INS increase for the DP condition was subtracted from that for the DO or the PO condition respectively. This permutation test was conducted 1,000 times to yield normal distributions of the differences between the DO and DP conditions, and
between the PO and DP conditions, for each CH which was then compared with the mean value of differences in the original pair of participants. This procedure was applied to all CHs.

2.6.4 Validating the INS increase by excluding the potential contributions of physiological noises to the fNIRS signals

To test whether physiological noises had significantly contributed to the fNIRS signals and thus had affected the syntactic-related INS increase (Kirilina et al., 2012; Tachtsidis and Scholkmann, 2016), the global mean of INS increase across all CHs were introduced as a covariate when performing syntax-by-communication mode ANCOVA. Next, to further test the spatial sensitivity of the syntactic-related INS increase at CH19 (Scholkmann et al., 2014), we introduced the regional mean of INS increase across CHs (CH16, 17, 18, 19 and 20) that were close to CH19 (see Fig. 2 for the positions of these CHs) as a covariate when performing syntax-by-communication mode ANCOVA.

2.6.5 Analyses on communication processes

To test whether the increase of INS was related to the effect of the prior syntactic context (i.e., consistent vs. inconsistent), or to speaking-listening behaviors, each trial was split into two phases: the first 7s (participant A viewed a picture and described the picture aloud, participant B listened to the speech of participant A) and the next 4s (participant A viewed a blank screen and participant B made a “Yes” or “No” decision). The coherence values were then averaged across all trials for each phase after adjusting for the delay-to-peak effect in the fNIRS signals (about 6s). ANOVAs as described above were applied to the averaged coherence values. If the identified INS increase was associated with only the speaking-listening behaviors or both the speaking-listening behaviors and the effect of the prior syntactic context, the two
phases would produce different patterns of INS increase. Moreover, no significant
INS increase would be found in the next 4s. Alternatively, if the identified INS
increase was associated with only the effect of the prior syntactic context, the two
phases would produce a similar pattern of INS increase.

2.6.6 Time-lag analyses between the time courses of the speaker and that of the
comprehender
To explore whether there was still a significant INS increase when one participant’s
brain activity preceded that of the other participant (i.e., a time-lag effect, Stephens et
al., 2010), the coherence value was recalculated by shifting the time course of one
participant forward or backward by 1-6s (step = 1s), respectively. According to
previous studies (Dai et al., 2018; Stephens et al., 2010), the time-lag effect in a
communication task is usually 1-3s, which can be well covered by our time-lag ranges.
Then, a three-way ANOVA was conducted by adding a within-subjects factor of the
time-lag (the speaker’s brain activity preceded the comprehender’s by 1-6s, and vice
versa). The other two factors remained syntactic condition and communication mode.

2.7 Correlation between the INS increase and communication quality
To investigate whether the INS increase was related to quality of communication, the
INS increase was correlated with communication quality using the Pearson correlation
method across all CHs. For this, the coherence value was averaged across the three
communication modes as no significant difference was found among them (see
below).

2.8 Data and code availability statement
The data and code are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable
request.

3. Results
3.1 Behavioral results of communication quality

Results indicated a high level (> 90%) of communication quality (Table 1). ANOVA did not show any significant effects of syntactic condition or communication mode, nor was there a significant interaction between syntactic condition and communication mode (Ps > 0.05). These findings suggest that the three randomly assigned groups did not differ significantly in communication quality, irrespective of the specific communication mode.

3.2 INS associated with shared syntactic representations and communication mode

ANOVA on HbO concentration showed a significant main effect of syntactic condition at right pSTC (CH19, $F (2, 84) = 10.37, P < 0.0001, \eta^2 = 0.09$) (Fig. 3). Surprisingly, no significant effect was found at any CHs of the left hemisphere, nor IFC (e.g., CH11) on the right hemisphere.

Further post-hoc analyses were conducted to clarify the patterns of differences across the three conditions. For a conservative analysis, comparisons were conducted across all measurement CHs rather than only on CH19, with an FDR correction at $P < 0.05$ level. The INS increase was significantly higher in the DO condition compared to the DP condition ($P = 0.0003$) at CH19. In addition, a significant difference was found between the DO condition and the PO condition at CH19, though both conditions involved syntactic consistency ($P = 0.0008$). No significant difference was found between the PO condition and the DP condition at any CHs, nor were there any other significant differences at any other CHs ($Ps > 0.05$).

Second, a significant main effect of communication mode was found at CH10 that roughly corresponded to left TPJ ($F (2, 84) = 6.95, P = 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.031$). Pair-wise comparisons showed that the INS increase at CH10 was significantly higher
in the f2f with eye-contact mode than in the f2f without eye-contact mode ($P = 0.014$) or the b2b mode ($P = 0.003$). However, no significant difference was found between the f2f without eye-contact mode and the b2b mode ($P > 0.05$). No other significant effects were found at any other CHs ($Ps > 0.05$). No significant interaction between syntactic condition and communication mode was found at CH10 or any other CHs ($Ps > 0.05$). As this result did not appear relevant to syntax, no further analyses were conducted on the INS increase at CH10.

Finally, the data of HbR concentration were also analyzed in order to confirm the findings on HbO concentration. No significant effect of syntax was found for HbR concentration (see SM text and Fig. S3). Thus, no further analyses were conducted on the HbR concentration.

### 3.3 Validating the INS increase through a permutation test

The permutation results showed that the INS increase of the original pairs at pSTC (CH19) was significantly higher than those of the random pairs at $P < 0.01$ level in the DO vs. DP comparison. Thus, the INS increase at pSTC (CH19) was specific to shared representations of syntax in the original pairs who interacted with each other during communication. No significant results were found in the PO vs. DP comparison ($P > 0.05$, Fig. 4).

### 3.4 Validating the INS increase by excluding the potential contributions of physiological noises to fNIRS signals

When the global mean of INS increase across all CHs were included as a covariate, ANCOVA produced results that were exactly the same as before, i.e., a significant main effect of syntax was found at right pSTC (CH19, $F (2, 84) = 8.62$, $P = 0.0004$, $\eta^2 = 0.200$, Fig. 5). Further post-hoc analyses showed that the INS increase was significantly higher in the DO condition than in the DP condition ($P = 0.001$) or in the PO condition
(P = 0.002). No significant difference was found between the PO condition and the DP condition (P > 0.05). No significant main effects of communication mode were found, nor were there significant interactions between syntactic condition and communication mode at any CHs (Ps > 0.05).

When the regional mean of INS across CHs that were close to CH19 was included as a covariate, results showed a significant main effect of syntax \( F(2, 84) = 8.85, P = 0.0003, \eta^2 = 0.181 \). Further post-hoc analyses showed that the INS increase was significantly higher in the DO condition than in the DP condition \( (P = 0.0005) \) or in the PO condition \( (P = 0.004) \), but no significant difference was found between the PO condition and the DP condition \( (P > 0.05) \). Also, no significant main effect of syntactic condition and communication mode was found, nor was there a significant interaction between syntactic condition and communication mode at CH19 \( (Ps > 0.05) \).

In sum, these results suggested that neither the global nor the regional physiological noises contributed significantly to the syntactic-related INS increase.

### 3.5 Analyses on communication processes

The INS result for the next 4s (Fig. 6) was very similar to that for the first 7s (Fig. 7), as well as those obtained from the whole time-course. Both for the first 7s and the second 4s, there were main effects of syntactic condition at right pSTC (CH19, the first 7s: \( F(2, 84) = 7.86, P = 0.0008, \eta^2 = 0.078 \); the next 4s: \( F(2, 84) = 7.96, P = 0.0007, \eta^2 = 0.022 \)). Again, no such effect was found on the left hemisphere, nor right IFC \( (Ps > 0.05) \).

Post-hoc comparisons across all CHs demonstrated that the INS increase at pSTC (CH19) was significantly higher in the DO condition than in the DP condition (the first 7s: \( P = 0.001 \); the next 4s: \( P = 0.001 \)) or the PO condition (the first 7s: \( P = 0.007 \); the next 4s: \( P = 0.007 \)). No significant difference was found between the PO
condition and the DP condition at pSTC, nor were there any significant differences at other CHs ($P_s > 0.05$).

Neither the first 7s or the next 4s data showed a significant effect of communication mode or a significant interaction between syntactic condition and communication mode ($P_s > 0.05$). These findings confirmed the association between the INS increase at pSTC (CH19) and shared syntactic representations, suggesting an important role of right pSTC in shared neural representations of syntax.

3.6 Time-lag analyses between the time courses of the speaker and that of the comprehender

In this part, we focused on only the 3-way interaction in order to test whether different conditions/modes had any different time-lag effects. Significant 3-way interactions were found in several different CHs that covered left IFC (CH1 and CH3) and pSTC (CH7, CH9, and CH10), and right parietal and sensorimotor cortices (CH15 and CH18). However, further pair-wise comparisons showed that only left TPJ (CH7, $P = 0.041$) had a significantly higher INS increase in the DO condition than in the DP condition when the speaker’s brain activity preceded that of the comprehender by 4s in the f2f without eye-contact mode; there were no significant differences between the DO and the PO conditions, nor were there differences between the PO condition and the DP condition ($P_s > 0.05$). No other significant syntactic effects were found in any other modes or any other time-lags at any other CHs ($P_s > 0.05$).

3.7 Correlation between the INS increase and communication quality

Significant correlations were found between the INS increase at right pSTC (CH19) and communication quality in the DO condition ($r = 0.465, P = 0.01$, Pearson correlation, Fig. 8). However, no significant correlations were found either in the PO or in the DP conditions at CH19 ($P_s > 0.05$). Also, no significant correlations were
found at CH7 (left TPJ) or at any other CHs in any conditions ($P_s > 0.05$, FDR correction).

4. Discussion

Recent research has suggested that shared representations of syntax between communicators plays a central role in promoting mutual understanding in a dyadic context, but there has been little investigation of the neural mechanism of such representations. This study extended previous studies that focused on only the speaker or the comprehender by examining INS during dyadic communication. Using a manipulation of syntactic context in a picture-description/-matching task, we showed that INS at right pSTC underlies shared representations of syntax, and is closely associated with communication quality. This effect was found when participants consistently produced DO sentences but not PO sentences, which may reflect the lower frequency of DO structures than PO structures in Mandarin (Liu, 2001).

The INS increase was found at right pSTC, but not at left IFC or left pSTC. Previous theoretical accounts and empirical evidence indicate that the neural representations for syntax are located at the left hemisphere, with left IFC and pSTC at the core of syntactic computation (Friederici, 2002, 2011; Friederici et al., 2006a; Friederici et al., 2003; Grodzinsky and Amunts, 2006; Grodzinsky and Friederici, 2006; Homae et al., 2002; Humphries et al., 2005; Maguire and Frith, 2004; Snijders et al., 2008; Vandenberghe et al., 2002; Zaccarella et al., 2017a; Zaccarella et al., 2017b). However, the majority of the evidence is based on a single-participant paradigm where the speaker and comprehender are investigated independently. It has been suggested that our brain has evolved to adapt to social context, including dyadic communication. Thus, the representations of syntax in the speaker and comprehender are aligned (Pickering and Garrod, 2004). The present findings support this account
by demonstrating that right pSTC was involved in shared syntactic representations.

This result is consistent with evidence that right brain areas are also involved in speech (Ge et al., 2015) and syntactic processing (Moro et al., 2001; Musso et al., 2003) and that both hemispheres are important for communication involving language (Silbert et al., 2014).

Previous research indicates that pSTC is involved in both general language processing and specific aspects of processing such as lexical and syntactic information integration (Grodzinsky and Friederici, 2006). For left pSTC, previous studies found that this area was usually activated when processing syntactically anomalous sentences (Bornkessel et al., 2005; Friederici et al., 2006b; Friederici et al., 2003; Stowe et al., 1998). The present findings extended previous evidence about the left pSTC to the right pSTC, suggesting that in an online dyadic communication context, a particular need to coordinate and integrate the context information in real time might recruit right pSTC more than left pSTC.

The time-lag effect appeared only in the face-to-face without eye-contact mode. Previous studies have indicated that in face-to-face communication with eye-contact, visual information such as eye-contact can be used to identify communicative intentions and complete social interaction (Hamilton, 2016; Khalid et al., 2016; Wirth et al., 2010). But when visual information is absent (Stephens et al., 2010), or when there is a higher demand for mutual prediction (Zheng et al., 2018), neural prediction and integration of multiple modal information may play an important role. In syntactic processing, previous studies show that the posterior temporal region is activated more when processing syntactic ambiguities within a sentence (Snijders et al., 2008), and thus is generally considered to be an integration area for syntax (Friederici, 2011; Grodzinsky and Amunts, 2006). The difference between the present
findings and those of previous studies is that within the posterior temporal region, pSTC was extensively reported previously, but TPJ was found in the present study.

The syntactic-related effect was found at TPJ only when the speaker’s brain activity preceded that of the comprehender by about 4s, suggesting that while pSTC is more closely associated with the integration of multiple modal information, TPJ is more closely associated with neural prediction in syntactically ambiguous contexts. This result is consistent with the flow of information from the speaker to the comprehender (Liu et al., 2017). It is also consistent with findings that the communicator who had a dominant role in a communication (here, the speaker producing a description) usually had brain activity that was earlier than the communicator who did not (here, the comprehender making a decision in response to the speaker’s description) (Jiang et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2018). We did not find an effect in the opposite direction, i.e., when the comprehender’s brain activity preceded that of the speaker, probably because the order of the pictures to be described by the participants was random, and there was no contextual relationship between pictures. Thus, the speaker’s production was unpredictable. These findings therefore suggest that one communicator might be able to induce and guide the neural response of the other communicator at TPJ, which might be helpful in resolving syntactic ambiguities because of the absence of visual information. The absence of a neural prediction effect in the back-to-back mode further suggests that visual information other than eye-contact was used in the inducing and guiding function at TPJ.

One limitation of the present study was that only a 3cm source-detector distance was used in our fNIRS instrument. This means that it is almost impossible to completely remove the potential physiological noises such as the changes of scalp blood flow and blood pressure from the fNIRS signals, though we had conducted the
appropriate validating analyses. Future studies should consider adding short-distance channels such as that of 2cm or 1.5 cm (Gagnon et al., 2014). In addition, fNIRS also suffers from poor spatial resolution and limited probe numbers. Thus, it is possible that other brain regions in the deep brain or other positions that our probe sets did not cover are also involved in shared representations of syntax. Finally, although it is necessary to strictly control for factors apart from syntax, such as sensorimotor and semantic properties, future studies should consider a more naturalistic dialog task.

In sum, this study identified an increase of INS at both right pSTC and left TPJ when syntactic representations were shared by communicators in online dyadic communication. Our findings support claims that synchronization of neural representations may underlie successful communication. Finally, brain areas in both hemispheres, rather than only the left hemisphere, were recruited during syntactic processing in a dyadic communication context.
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**Figures legends**

**Fig. 1** Experimental materials and procedures. (A) An example of the experimental pictures for the speaker to be described. The sentence fragment in English is “The cowboy throws a jug____”. (B) An example of the control pictures for the comprehender to make judgement whether it matched the picture that was described by the speaker. (C) The experimental procedures for a single trial. The left and right sides are procedures for the speaker and the comprehender respectively. (D) A summary about the design (all conditions and communication modes). Explanations for each mode within each condition are provided, and the corresponding examples are given.

**Fig. 2** Experimental setup. (A) Experimental paradigm. Two participants of a pair were seated in a f2f or b2b manner. A computer was placed in front of each participant. (B) fNIRS data acquisition. Customized optode were placed along sylvan fissure on both sides of the brain. Each set had 10 measurement channels (CH) that covered bilateral inferior frontal, pre- and post-central, inferior parietal, and superior temporal cortices. CH6 on the left hemisphere and CH16 on the right hemisphere were placed at T3 and T4 respectively according to the international 10-20 system. Measured channels are marked by numbers.

**Fig. 3** Results of ANOVA. (A) The main effects and interaction. (B) The syntactically consistent conditions were compared to the syntactically inconsistent condition using post-hoc comparisons. The comparisons were conducted across all CHs rather than only on CH that survived the ANOVA. The numbers represent the measurement channels. Significant results are highlighted using black rectangles.

**Fig. 4** Results of the permutation test. (A) Distribution of the difference in the INS increase between the DO condition and the DP condition at CH19. The gray areas
indicate the top and bottom 1%. The black solid line indicates the position of the original pair’s results at CH19. (B) The same as (A) but shows results between the PO condition and the DP condition. The x-axis represents the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, while the y-axis represents number of samples (N).

Fig. 5 Results of ANCOVA with the global mean of INS increase as a covariant. (A) The main effects and interaction. (B) The syntactically consistent conditions were compared to the syntactically inconsistent condition using post-hoc comparisons. The comparisons were conducted across all CHs rather than only on CH that survived the ANOVA. The numbers represent the measurement channels. Significant results are highlighted using black rectangles.

Fig. 6 Results of ANOVA in the next 4 s of a trial. (A) The main effects and interaction. (B) The syntactically consistent conditions were compared to the syntactically inconsistent condition using post-hoc comparisons. The comparisons were conducted across all CHs rather than only on CH that survived the ANOVA. The numbers represent the measurement channels. Significant results are highlighted using black rectangles.

Fig. 7 The same as Fig. 6, but results of ANOVA in the first 7 s of a trial are presented.

Fig. 8 Correlation between communication quality and the INS increase at pSTC.
Tables

**Table 1** Mean of communication quality in each communication mode of each condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DO (n = 28)</th>
<th>DP (n = 29)</th>
<th>PO (n = 27)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f2f with eye contact</td>
<td>0.951 (0.043)</td>
<td>0.952 (0.039)</td>
<td>0.939 (0.049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2f without eye contact</td>
<td>0.941 (0.036)</td>
<td>0.939 (0.043)</td>
<td>0.954 (0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b2b</td>
<td>0.949 (0.039)</td>
<td>0.942 (0.038)</td>
<td>0.938 (0.038)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Italic numbers in the bracket represents standard deviation. "n“ indicates the sample size.
Figure 1

A: 牛仔扔了一个水壶

B: (Mis)match picture

C: Experimental picture

D: Between-subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DO(Double-Object)</th>
<th>PO(Prepositional-Object)</th>
<th>DP(Double-Object &amp; Prepositional-Object)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f2f with eye-contact</td>
<td>Participants produced DO sentences only and sat f2f with eye-contact.</td>
<td>Participants produced PO sentences only and sat f2f with eye-contact.</td>
<td>Participants produced DO and PO sentences alternatively and sat f2f with eye-contact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2f without eye-contact</td>
<td>Participants produced DO sentences only and sat f2f while fixating on the screen.</td>
<td>Participants produced PO sentences only and sat f2f while fixating on the screen.</td>
<td>Participants produced DO and PO sentences alternatively and sat f2f while fixating on the screen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b2b</td>
<td>Participants produced DO sentences only and sat b2b.</td>
<td>Participants produced PO sentences only and sat b2b.</td>
<td>Participants produced DO and PO sentences alternatively and sat b2b.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

- "牛仔送给了一本书" (i.e., a cowboy gives a book) DO and PO alternatively
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